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To all whom ¿t may concern.'  ` 

_Be it known that I, CHARLES W. SHoNK, 
a citizen of the United States, residing in 
Maywood, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented a new and useful 
Improvement in' Sheet-Metal Match-Stands 
and Burnt-Match Holders, of which the fol~ 
lowing is a specification. . _ 
My invention relates to sheet metal mat-ch 

stands and burnt match holders. _ 
The object of my invention is to provide 

a sheet metal match stand and burnt match 
holder of a simple, efficient and durable con 
struction capable of being cheaply _manu 
factured, which will set >{i1-m and stable in> 
position, which will have both a scratch» 
surface and an ornamental surface for re 
ceiving any desired decoration, and from 
which the burnt matches may be conven 
iently and easily removed. " _ 
My invention consists in the means I em 

ploy to practically accomplish this object or 
result, as herein shown, set forth and de 

particularly speciñed in 

In the accompanying drawings forming a 
` part of this specification, Figure 1_ is a side 

so 
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elevation of the sheet metal match stand and 
burnt match holder embodying my linven 
tion; Fig. 2 is a central vertical section on 
line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a horizont-al 
section on line 3~3 of Fig. 2; and Fig. 4 is 
a detail bottom view of the Weight disk. 
In the drawing, A represents the sheet 

metal bottom or base, the same having a 
raised or dome shaped center a,ï surrounded 
by a horizontal flange a1‘terminating in a 
conical fiange a2 which is» rovided with a 
seaming flange a?, which is olded or seamed 
over the í‘langeb at the lower end of the 
tapering or conical burnt -match ‘holding 
member B. _ ; ' 

The raised upwardly projecting center a 
ofthe base A 4forms a chamber or recess to 
receive the 'weight C preferably of iron'and 
which is secured to the base A in said recess 
by a screw or bolt Cl'having a slotted head 
C2 and a nut C3 which fits in a recess C4 in 
the lower side of the weight disk C. _ 
The weight disk serves to> give stability 

and firmness to the match stand. The [ta 
pering or conical sheet metal'body B- has a 
«folded onlooked side seam b1 uniting its 

meeting edges and a plurality oflarge open 
ings B1 through which the burnt matches 
vmay be inserted into the burnt match hold» 
ing chamber B2. .The sheet metal body‘B » 
is made of' ornamental or decorated sheet 
metal, preferably tin plate. The outer or 
-ornamented surface b2 of the body B is pref 
erably decorated by printing ’or photolitho 
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graphing, while the sheet. or blank from- i 
which the body is formed is in the fiat.' 
The scratch member D of the match stand 

is preferably formed in a separate piece 
from the decorated member B, and prefer. 
ably of sheet brass, the same being seamed 
or connected at its lower endftoithe upper 
end of the member B by interengaging an 
nular seaming -íianges or beads Ö3 on the 
member B, and ¿Z on the member D. The 
scratch surface d’ of the scratchmember D 
is preferably made up of annular corruga 
tions d2 formed in the sheet metal. The 
scratch member D as well as the body Bare 
preferably of a .flaring or truncated cone 
shape, and both are preferably made of the 
same flare or taper. t 

- -The'sheet metal scratch member D is pro 
vided» at its upper end with a horizontal 
flange d“ terminating in a depending liange 
d* »forming a socket to receive the match con 
tainer F which is likewise of sheet metal, 
preferably sheet brass, the same being pref 
erably seamless and drawn up out of one 
piece and provided at its upper end with an 
annular roll f adapted to rest upon the 
horizontal íiange d3 of the scratch mem 
ber D. .  . 

To empty the burnt matches from the 
burnt match chamber B2, the removable 
match container F is firstremoved and then 
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the stand is inverted and the burnt matches _ 
discharged through the open mouth of the 
scratch member D. 
Iclaim:- . 

A match stand and burnt match holder' 
comprising a hollow sheet `metal _rigidly 
formed main member havinga raised base 
portion and a central opening in its top, and 
tapered from the'base'portion -to the _top', 
and having an opening in the lower portion 
of the tapered sides for burnt matches, and 
provided also on the tapered sides _at the 
upper portion with horizontally extending> 
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corrugations forming a scratch surface, a . 



Weight disk secured ín the raised base por- in place and the buljntf?ëîatohes may toe re 
tlqn, means for >~securmg sald dlsk 1n place moved and access had to sand means when 
and a match continuer havlng an annular the contalner 1s removed. 
rim resting on the top of the main member CHARLES VT. SHONK. 

5 and removably fitting Within the top open-  VVitneSses: 
ing of the main member, whereby` the cen- PEARL ABRAMS, 
tml opening is closed when the container is WILLIAM A. GEIGER. 


